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Lydia and also Godfrey returned in less than three hours. Lydia was really definitive and also 

intended to log out the residence on the Internet to monetize it. 

” This house looks empty. I’ll take care of it tomorrow.” When Lydia stated this, Samuel and 

also Yvonne did not care, yet a problem began. 

Early the following early morning, Samuel sent out Yvonne to function while Lydia mosted 

likely to the flower and bird market. Not only did she get a lot of affordable flowers and 

plants, but additionally a lot of decorations, containers, and canisters, which were worth lots 

of yuan, filling the living-room. 

It was meant to be a simple decoration design, but Lydia compelled it to change right into a 

huge yard, with a solid feeling of cheapness. 

It was a luxury rental property worth nearly thousands of numerous yuan. If one looked at it 

from the living-room, it was worth less than a million yuan. 

Pertaining to all this, Lydia was still complacent and also thought that she had taste. 

 

” Look, my preference is better. The residence looks better suddenly.” Lydia took a look at 

her masterpiece proudly. 

Godfrey still liked what it used to be. After being set up by Lydia, it was neither fish nor 

chicken, neither remarkable at all. Yet since Lydia liked it, he did not dare to claim anything. 

At the same time, Harvey grabbed Grandma Sue in the suite of the Sue family members. 

 

Yesterday, she made a visit with Liam, and also Granny Sue likewise asked Harvey to 

accompany her. It implied that Granny Sue meant to provide the position of the boss of the 

western part of the city to Harvey, that made Harvey really excited. 

” Show me just how tranquil you are today. If you can convince Liam, then I will certainly 

have a factor to kick Yvonne out of the Sue family members.” Grandma Sue advised Harvey. 



Harvey patted his upper body as well as promised, “Grandma, don’t worry. I understand 

what to do.” 

After coming to Weakriver Property, both were offered the conference room by the 

business’s front workdesk. Harvey was so ecstatic that he couldn’t manage himself. 

This particular day had ultimately shown up. Despite the fact that Yvonne had actually 

already moved right into Hillside Vacation home, as long as he might chase after Yvonne 

out of the Sue family members, in Harvey’s eyes, their days would concern an end one way 

or another. During that time, he would make use of some even more tricks to make Yvonne 

declare bankruptcy. 

He couldn’t wait to see Yvonne’s depressed face. He should have had a special feeling of 

Samuel asking on the street. 

After waiting in the conference room for less than ten minutes, Liam showed up. 

” Bro Jude.” Harvey greeted him enthusiastically. 

” Mr. Jude, thanks for locating time to fulfill us,” Granny Sue claimed. 

Liam said with a specialist smile on his face, “Grandmother Sue is as well respectful. You 

want to see me. Even if I don’t have time, I have to find some time to come out.” 

Liam’s mindset offered Harvey hope. It seemed that he needed to conserve Grandma Sue’s 

face. 

“I question why you’re looking for me.” Liam asked. 

 


